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Introduction

'J'his report documents recent \'I'ork done within a program of research on natural
language interfaces to instruetable robots. It builds directly on the work of Maas
and Suppes (1983; 1984; 1985) and Suppes et a1. (1983). The purpose of this
report is to describe selected features of a lexical-functional grammar that was
written for the fragment of English accepted by the arithmetic robot simulator
of IvIaas and Suppes. The basic parsing tools used in the ea.rlier work were
preliminary, chosen for their immediate availability at the Institute for Math
ematical Studies in the Social Sciences (11v1888). Our concern in this second
stage of the work was to replace the context-free grammar and parser used in
that work with more powerful linguistic tools. For this we turned to the theory
of lexical-functional grammars (LFG). This step became especially important
as we prepared to extend our work to other domains of discourse, to domains,
for instance, dealing with the objects and activities that a robotic aid for the
physically disabled would encounter.

The report is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the instruction
context of the arithmetic robot simulator, presenting selected sentences from
the corpus of instruction sentences. Section 1 also describes the operation of
the original context-free grammar and parser. Section 2 gives an infonnal de
scription of the theory of lexical-functional grammars. It also introduces the
syntax of the· grammatical rules, specifically in the form required by the LFG
vVorkbench, a parser and set of debugging tools available on the Xerox 1108
Workstatioll,which We used to develop and test our grammar. In section 3 the
lexical-functional parses of two sentences illustrate the particular use we have
made of these grammars. Section 4 shows hm\' our lexical-functional grammar,
together with the parser of the LPG Workbench, replaces the original grammar
and parser. In section 5, we document the sentences which received multiple
parses by the grammar and discuss the avenues ofenquil'y they point out for our
future work. Section 6 discusses some difficulties, both computa.tional and psy
chological, presented by the existing lexical-functional grammar and the parser
of theLFG Workbench. Section 7.presents an extension of the lexical-functional
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gramma.r to another domain of discourse, that of a table-top world and its ac
tivites, such as making coffee or setting a place at the table. A listing of the
lexical-functional granlmar is given in Appendix 1.

It is important to point out that the lexical-functional grammar presented
here is still under development. The treatment of many grammatical phenomena
-relative clauses and tense) to name just two-is far from complete. And there
are other changes required which are discussed in section 5. The grammar is
presented in its present form) however, because although it is incomplete) it
has reached a level of "sLability') where the sentences of the arithmetic training
corpus are adequately parsed by it. 'I'he overall strategy in this work on natural
language understanding is to develop semantic-based grammars. After we have
completed the first phase of semantic analysis for the corpus, we will return
to the grammar. Earlier work at IIvISSS, especially Suppes (1982), shows that
semantic considerations can require changes in the phrase-structure rules of a
grammar and vve vvant to incorporate a preliminary round of such changes first.

1 Instructing the arithmetic robot

The arithmeLic robot si111ulaLor of the earlier work was instructed in arithmetic
tasks such as t,vo-column addition and other tasks such as column permutation.
All instruction was relative to a grid that consisted of a finite set of locations,
each containing at most a single occurrence of a numeral or the bar character
(-). A two-column addition problem) for instance, would be presented to the
robot as follows:

-------[---1---[---[
[ [1 I 7

-------1---[---[---[
[ [7 [ 9 [

-------1---[---[---[
1 [ [7 [

-------[---[---[---[
1 1 1 2 1

-------[---1---1---1
[ [- [ -

-------[---1---[---[
I I I I <-- answer row

-------[---[---[---[
[ I 1
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Before all instruction starts) the robot's basic perceptual and cognitive capabil
ities l11.ay be summed up as follows:

• it attends perceptually to one grid location at a time

• it can distinguish between numerals (the single~digit numbers that can
appear in the grid) and the bar character (-) in the grid

• it can recognize ,,,hen a grid location is empty, that is, \"hen there is
neither a nurnera.l nor a.n occurrence of the bar character at the location

• it can write any of the single-digit numbers at a location and it can erase
what is alreacly there at a location. ('1'he activity of erasing a character
at a grid location is referred to in English as writing a space.)

• it can add a one-digit number to a given number

• it ca.n remember a nU111bcr that it sees in a location of the grid or a number
that results from an add operation

• it C(l.n pick out the singles digit and the tens digit of a number that it
remembers

The robot simulator's initial point of visual focus is the top rightmost grid
location.

As a, relatively straightforward example of a sequence of English instructions)
consider the following sequence which was used to teach the robot simulator how
to copy the top rm" of digits of an add-ition problem, written in standard column
format, to the answer 1'0\". (This task serves merely as a simple example. It has
no special significance for the arithmetic exercises.)

2 3

1 4
7

2 3 <---

Look at the top num,ber. Remember this number. Look one space
down until yo·u see a bar-. Look one space down. Write the number
you remembered. Look at the top of the next column to the left.
Refer back to when you remembered the number and looked down.
Continue doing e·verything from thai step up thru the most recent
step! until yO'll see a space.
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The following list is representative of the sentences of instruction for the tasks
considered to date.

Look at the top number.
Remember it.
Then look at the next spot down.
Write out the answer in the next spoi open.
Now add these two numbers.
Write out the singles digit in ihe ne3.:i spool open.
Write out the tens digit to the left of this spot.
If it is a number then add it to i.he total so far, then look -l-wo spots

down.
Continue looking at the next spot dO'wn, adding and remen1,bering,

until a bar appears.
Remember the tens digit.
Look at the top of the next cohmm to the left.
Look down at the next spot until you see a number.
If a number appears before a bar, add it to what yo'U Tellu1Tl-bered

from the previ01ts column.
If it is a bar, look at the next spot down.
Write out the singles digit of the answer.
Subtract this number from what you remembered.
There will only be one space.
If this is a space then write a zeta here.
If this number is less than ·lhe nmnber you reme1nbered, then look at

the boUom number, look one spot -lo the lefl, and wri-le a one.
Multiply this number by ten.
Subtract this number from the number' you remem.bered.
Refer back to when you looked at the boUom spot} looked one space

to the lefl, and wrote a iero.
Continue doing everything from those s-leps up ·lhr·u the most Tec.ent

s-tep, until you see a space.
Write a space and look one space to the rigId un'l-il you see a nonzero

number or you reach the rightmost corum1/..
Refer back to when you added something to the total and looked down.

As the list shows, the corpus includes both declal'atives and ilnperatives,
with SOlne imperatives in the form of conditionals: If X th.en Y or V until
W. Compound clauses are included, both those that function as complete sen
tences and those that appeal' within conditional imperatives. There are various
prepositional phrases, such as to the left and in the ne:'ti column, serving either
adverbial or adjectival functions. Relative clauses, such as which you remem
bered, playing an adjectival role) appear with and without the relative pronoun.
Other relative clauses; such as what yO'll remembered or when Y01~ looked down,
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play the role of nouns. There are a number of sentences in the corpus of special
importance for the instruction tasks. They are the sentences beginning with the
words Refer back to ... and those beginning with the word cont1:nue, such as
Continue looking at the next spot down.

The original grammar consisted of 171 context-free rules, 78 of which served
to introduce lexical items. The arithmetic robot system parsed its input sen
tences using a preparser, a main parser) and a postparser. The preparser simply
formatted the English sentences to serve as input to the main parser. The main
parser, a program available on the computer system at IMSSS, would accept any
context-free grammar and parse sentences according to the rules of that gram
mar. The postparser \vas required to arbitrate between the multiple parses
produced by the ilIain parser for 11lany sentences. It selected for each sentence
the one parse that was to be used for the semantic translation. It worked by col
lecting all multiple parses and rating thenl according to criteria of acceptability.
Each parse was scanned for the occurrence of a bad parsing pattern) such as an
imperative and a declarative being conjoined. Each occurrence of a bad parsing
pattern (nlany sentences exhibited more than one) caused a demerit of \veight
1 to be assigned to the parse. The sunl of these demerits indicated how bad
the parse was. The postparser then chose the best parse, provided there ,'vas
one that achieved a minimal level of acceptability. Sometimes more than one
parse remained after the recognizably bad parses were eliminated. The system
therefore also kept an exception list of specific known bad parses and used this
list to eliminate all but the desired parse.

Some multiple parses resulteel from Tedundancies in the grammar. For ex
ample, any sentence tha.t pqrsed as a sequence of imperatives also parsed as a
single inIperative distributed over several verbs. Some multiple parses resulted
from inherent ambiguities in the sentence. For example) Write the tens digit
to 'lhe left of this spot delivered these two parses: (The parses are represented
using the conventional labelled bracketing form.. Each subscript indicates the
syntactic category of it.s bracketecl portion. For simplicity, not all inner-level
constituents are shown.)

[[Write the tens digit]VPR [to the left. of this spot]PREPPH]VPR
[[Writehv [the tens digit to the left of this spotJNP]VPO

The first parse indicates where the ans\ver is to be written: to the left of this
spot. The second parse stipulates that ""vhat is to be written is the tens digit
that is to the left of this spot. While the first parse was the desired parse in
the context of instruction for the aritl11uetic robot, t.he second one could not be
rejected on syntactic grounds alone.

The main parser also delivered some obviously bad parses stemming from
the limitations of the context~free gralnmar which knew nothing about case)
mode) voice) tense ancl other grammatical notions. For exaluple) the context
free grammar parsed the following sentence as a conjunction of two imperatives:
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Refer back to when yon looked at the bottom spot and wrote a zero. The correct
parse identifies a compound when-clause. The bad parse was:

[[Refer back to when you looked at the bottom spath ancl[wrote a zeroh]so

This parse can be eliminated if information about tense is used in the parsing
process. The phrase 'Wrote a zero "'i,yould not be parsed as an imperative because
an imperative is never in the past tense. As the following sections will show, it
was exactly these parses which could be successfully eliminated in the lexical
functional grammar.

2 Lexical-functional grammars

V'le have translated the context-free gramlnar of the aritllluetic robot system into
a lexical-functional grammar using the demerit criteria of the post-parser) and
the exception list, to guide the translatioll. Our strategy was to depart as little
as possible from the original context-free rules because we had a specific interest
in seeing how the work of the postparser could be replaced by the functional
equations of a lexical-functional grammar. Several changes were made t.o the
context-free rules, however) where such changes alone would eliminate a bad
parse. For instance, the original grammar delivered the following bad parse for
the sentence Write the answer in the next spot open.

[ [ [[[Write]y [[[the]ART [answer]N]NP

[[in]PREP [the next spot]NP]PREPPH [open]ADJ]NP ]VPR]VPh]so

In this parse, open qualifies the answer that is in the next spot. In the lexicaJ
functional grammar the NP -+ NP ADJ-P rule, which allows an adjective to
follow a preposit.ional phrase in a noun phrase, was eliminated. (This rule also
permitted the article to he repeated) causing phrases such as the the spot open
to be accepted.)

As shown in the previous section, the corpus covers a wide range of syntactic
constructions. Ma.ny of the grammatical phenomena they represent have been
investigated within the LFG framework over the past few years, for example by
Andrews (1983), Bresnan (1982a; 198210), Kaplan & Bresnan (1982), Peterson
(1982), Rothstein (1981), and Selkirk (1982). We have drawn on some of the
results of these studies. As mentioned earlier, however, because our overa]]
strategy in this work is to develop semantic-based grammars, our treatment
diverges at times from conventional LFG wisdom.

An informal description of the LFG framework follows. The syntax of the
grammatical rules follows the reqnirements of the LFG Workbench (as described
in the LFG User's Manual (1985).)
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A lexical-functional grammar is a context-free grammar that is augmented
by equations attached to the right-hand side of the context-free rules. A lexical
func.tional grammar assigns two levels of synta.ctic description to every sen
tence: a C-structure (for constituent structure) which is a. conventional phra.se~

structure tree, and an F-structure (for functional structure). In LFG theory, the
purpose of the F-structure is to encode the meaningful grammatical relations
of the senten~e. The equations that are attached Lo the category symbols on
the right-hand side of the context-free rules describe how to construct the F
structures. These equations specify conditions of grammaticality for a sentence
in addition to those provided by the phrase-structure rules. If all the conditions
they specify are met , a well~formed F~structure is produced for the sentence.
The following small subset of rules and lexical entries illustrates the form of the
equations.

Rules:

D ~ NP: (i SUBJ)=I
(J CASE)=NOM;

VP: i=1
(I MOOD)=D
Hi SEQCONJ)=c + I "-' [(J CONJUNCT)]).

NP ~ PRO: i=l·
NP ~ ART

N: i=1
VP ~ VPR: i=l·

VPR ~ VPL: i=1
VPL ~ VPO: i=l·
VPO ~ TV: i=l;

NP: (i OBJ)=I
(J CASE)=ACC.

Lexical entries:

A
YOU
BAR

SEE

ART *
PRO *
N *

TV *

(i DEF)=-.
(i PRED)='YOU'.
(T PRED)='BAR'
(i NUM)=SNG.
(I PRED)='SEE ( (I SUBJ)(i OBJ)) ,
(i TENSE)=PRESENT
,,-,[(i SUBJ NUM)=SNG).

The sentence You see a bar has the following C~structure and F-structure
assigned to it by these rule plus others from the present lexical-functional gram
Inar.

C~structure

[[[[[YoU]PRO]NP [[[[[seehv [[a]ART [bar]N]NP]vpO]VPL]VPR]VP]n]sx]s

F~structure
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IMooD D I
I I
I INUM SNG I
I ICASE ACC <----1---
loBJ IPRED 'BAR' I I
I IDEF I I
I I I
ITENSE PRESENT I I
I I I
IPRED 'SEE< sUbj. obj >' 1---
I I I
I IPRED 'YOU'I I I
ISUBJ ICASE NOM I <-------1---

where subj and obj are pointers to the values of the SUBJ and OBJ attribntes
respectively, that is, to:

I
PRED
CASE

'YOU.'INOM a.nd

CASE
NUM
PRED
DEF

ACC
SNG
'BAR'

An F-structure is a set of attribute-value pairs, with each attribute having
at most one value. In the graphical representation given above, the attribute
appears on the lefthand side of a line and the value on the right. There are
three types of values:

1. Simple symbols (such as - or PRESENT)

2. Semantic forms (such as 'BAR' or 'SEE( x1y)' where x and yare pointers
to other parts of the F-structure)

3. Snbsidiary F-structures (such as those that are the values of the OBJ and
SUBJ attributes above)

Each equation in the grammaticall'ules is in fact an equation schema in that
it contains occurrences of the meta-variables J and i. There are two forms
of equation schemata: defining equations which specify an attribute-value pair
in the F-structure; and constraining equations (designated by their use of the
symbol :::c) which stipulate the value an attribute must or must not have if
that attribute is present in the F-structure. All negated equations) such as
,[(i SUBJ NUM)=SNG], function as constraining equations. There are
also existential and negated existential equations, such as (1 CONJUNCT)
and, [(1 CONJUNCT)]. These stipulate that the named attrib.ute must,
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or must not, appear in the F-structure. Equations may also be combined to
form conjunctions and disjunctions. (The symbol I separates the disjuncts in
a disjunction. Conjuncts simply appear o.ne after the other. Other det,ails of
the syntax of functional equations as required by the LFG vVorkbench may be
found in t.he LFG User's Manual (1985).)

Each occurrence of a meta-variable gets instantiated within a given C-stl'liC
ture relative to the position of the category symbol it is associated ,,,,ith in the
tree. One or more functional descriptions (known a~ f-descriptions) result. The
process of instantiation involves three steps. First, the C-strueture is annotateel
with the functional equation schemata supplied by the rules used to produce
the C-strllet.Ul'e.

D

(1 SUBJ) = 1
(1 CASE) = NOM

NP

1=1
(1 MOOD) = D

VP

Each node in the C-structure is then assigned a distinct variable which names
the F-structure for that node.

(1 SUBJ) = 1
(1 CASE) = NOM

NPha

1 = 1
(J MOOD) = D

VPj"

Then each instance of the J. metavariable is replaced with the variable at the
node the equation is attached to. And each instance of the i metavariable is
replaced ,,,,ith the variable of the mother node of the the node the equation is
attached to.

(b SUBJ) = f"
(I" CASE) = NOM

NPI28

£27 = £29

(f" MOOD) = D
VPj"

Each C-structure thus produces a set of equations) the f-description. If a
solution exists for the set of equations, a weU-formed F-structure results. Only
those C-structures for which there is a well-formed F-structure are legal C
structures. The functional equations therefore serve to filter the parses produced
by the context-free rules. Further details of how the f-descriptions are solved to
produce the F-structures may be found in any of several articles, an early one
being Kaplan & Bresnan (1982).
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There are three conditions of well-fOl'medness for F-structures: consistency)
coherence, and completeness. An F-structure is consistent when each attribute
does indeed have at most one value. Completeness and coher~nce are specified
in terms of the semantic forms attached to the lexical entries of the grammar.
A semantic form, such as 'SEE( (I SUBJ)(l OBJ)) " designates the predicate
SEE in this example-and the gramlnatical functions played by the arguments
of the predicate-SUBJ and OBJ. An F-structure is complete when for each
predicate designated in a semantic forn1 in the F-strueture there is an attribute
value pair for each of the arguments of that predicate. This criterion therefore
ensures the "completeness" of. a sentence in that it ensures the presence of
certain elen1ents in the sentence when required. For example) the sentence Janet
loves will produce the following incomplete F:-structure given t.he accompanying
lexical entry for loves.

F-structure

'LOVE< subj. obj >'

?

IFRED
I
I
ISUBJ
1

1FRED
INUM
IFERS

, JANET' 1

SNG 1
3 1

1--- ---
1 1 I

1 1 I
<------1--- 1

I

Lexical entry

LOVES TV * (l PRED)='LOVE ( (1 SUBJ)(l OBJ)) ,
(I SUBJ NUM) = SNG
(1 SUBJ PERS) = 3.

Because there is no attribute-value pair for the second argument of the predicate
LOVE, the F-structure is incomplete.

The third crit.erion, coherence, can be viewed as the inverse of complete
ness. If a given grammatical function (OBJ or SUBJ, for instance) appears as
a predicate a.rgument in any lexical entry in the grammar, then that grammat
ical function is said to be governable in the gramlna.r. ,i\'hen an F-structure
has a grammatica.l function as an arg-muent of a predicate in a semantic form,
that grammatical function is said to be governed in that F-strueture. An F
structure is coherent when every governable grammatical function appearing in
the F-structure is indeed governed in that F-structure. This criterion therefore
prevents unwanted elements of a sentence from appearing. The sentence Ann
falls Sue, for instance, will produce the following incoherent F-structure given
the accompanying lexical entry for falls and given that OBJ is a governable
grammatical function in the grammar.

F-structure
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'sUE'1
SNG 1

3 1

'ANN'I

SNG 1

3 1

)FALL< sUbj > I 1---
1 1

1 1
<--(---

I
1

1

<--1------ ?

1

IPRED
1NUI1
IPERS

IPRED
INUM
(PERS

IPRED
1

I
ISUBJ
I
1

1

IOBJ
1

Lexical entry

FALLS TV * (T PRED)='FALL( (T SUBJ))'
(T SUBJ NUM) = SNG
(T SUBJ PERS) = 3.

Because OBJ) a governable grammat.ical function) appears in the F-strueture
but is not governed in it, the F-strudure is incoherent.

Our use of lexical-functional grammars concentrates on the role played by
the functional equa.t;ions in helping to deliver a legal parse for a sentence. LFG
theory proposes the F~structure as the sale input to the semantic component.
Two recent studies expand this approa.ch to semantics (Halvorsen, 1983; Fenstad
et a1., 1985). H_owever, another approach is being developed at the Institute,
one in which compositional semantic rules attached to the phrase-structure rules
produce procedural interpretations of' the parsed sentences. This approach is
based on earlier work by Suppes (1973; 1980; 1982). The only role of the F
structure in this approach is to indicate whether the C-stl'ucture is 1egal or
not.

3 Two illustrative examples

In this section, tl'W sentences from the arithmetic training corpus illustrate the
effect of the functional equations in filtering C-structures. The sentences a.re:

• Refer back t.o wh.en you added something to the total and looked down.

• You looked down, looked left, and wro1.e a zero.

These sentences were chosen because they provide the best examples of filtering
for the corpus and so give a quick overvie\v of the use we have made of lexical
functional grammars. Each rejected parse is shown along with the rules of the
lexical-functional grammar that were responsible for its rejection together with
a brief discussion of how they worked.
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3.1 Sentence 1

The sentence} Refer back t.o when y01l added something to the total and looked
down, has 8 C-structures, 6 of which are eliminated by the fUllctional equations.
The desired parse is shown below. (For clarity) not all inner-level constituents
are shown.)

[[[[[[Refer backJvPl<[[Lo when [[you added something to the Lotal and looked

downJDJsxJPREPPHlvPRJvp JrJsxJs

The other legal parse delivered for this sentence is discussed in section 5. The
first parse to be l'ejecLed is the following:

[[[Refer back La when you added something to Lhe totalJr]sx [and]coNJ
[[looked downJr]sx]sx

There are two rea.sons for rejecting the pa.rse. First, the verbs in the t'wo inner
SX constituents are not of the same tense. The sx ---+ SX CONJ SX rule has a.
constraining equation, shown underlined below, to ensure the same tense in its
conjullcts.

SX SX:
CON.J:
SX:

I=l;
(I SEQCONJ)=+;
(1 CONJUNCT)=t
(1 MOOD)=c(t MOOD)
(I TENSE)=c(t TENSE).

To nnderstand the effect of that equation, it is necessary to understand the
treatment of co-ordination in this grammar. A compound sentence produces an
embedded F-structure for the second conjunct of the sentence. The embedded
F-strueture appears as the value of the -attribute CONJUNCT. Consider) for
exan"lple, the F-structure for the sentence Look and renwrnber.

The constraining equation attached to the second SX symbol on the right
hand side of the SX ~ SX CON.J SX rule therefore has to ensure thaL Lhe
F-structure of the mother node has the same tense -as the F-structure of the
dauqh!.er node, hence t.he equation Ci TENSE)=c(l TENSE). This hierarchical
treatment of co-ordination does not contradict the fact that and is thought of
as a co-ordinate conjunction, not a subordinate conjunction. It simply offers
a convenient mechanislll for encoding SOlne of the grammatica.l rules governing
co-ordinate clauses. The present treatment, for instance, gives a way of requir~

ing a conj unction between the last two verb phrases of a compound sentence,
providing no legal parse for a sentence such as Look and add! remember. This
hierarchical treatInent of co~ordination is preferred when and has the semantic
force of and then, as it does in the illlperative Look and remember. In the con
ventional treatment of co-ordination, the conjuncts becOIne members of a set
(see Andrews, 1983 and Peterson, 1982), t.hereby losing their essential ordering.
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'LOOK<subj1)'

I

PRESENT

1 REMEMBER<subj 2> ,IPRED
I
ITENSE
I
IMOOD
I
I
ISUBJ

1---
I I

IPRED 'YOU' 1<--------------1----
ICASE NOM I I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1----
I I
I I
I I
I I

I I I
IPRED 'YOU' 1<---1-1----
ICASE N0l1 I I I

I

IPRED
I
I
ISUBJ
I
ITENSE PRESENT
I
ISEQCONJ +
I
IMOOD
I
I
I
ICONUIICT
I
I
I
I
I
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The second reason for rejecting the parse is that looked down is parsed as an
imperative but its verb is in the past tense. 'I'he I -----;.. VP rule has a constraining
equation) sho\,\7n underlined below) to ensure that the verb in an imperative is
in the present tense.

~ VP, I=T
U MOOD)=]
(1 SUBJ PRED)='YOU'
(l SUBJ CASE)=NOM
(l TENSE)=c PRESENT.

The second parse to be rejected is a counterpart to the first at the verb
phrase level. (For simplicity, it is shown only to the level of the I constituent.)

[[[Refer back to when yon added something to the total]yp [andJcoNJ [looked
down]yp ]yph

This parse is rejected because the verbs in the two inner VP constituents are
not of the san1.e tense. The treatment of con1.pound verb phrases is sin1.ilar to that
of compound sentences. That is) the second conjunct produces an embedded
F-structure as the value of a CONJUNCT attribute. The VP -; VP CON.J
VP rule therefore has a constraining equation to check that the F-structure of
the Blother node has the same tense as the F~structure of the daughter noele.

VP ~ VP:
CONJ:
VP:

t=T;
(I SEQCONJ)=+;
(1 CONJUNCT)=T
(T SUBJ)=(1 SUBJ)
(1 TENSE)=cU TENSE).

The two rejected parses described above each appeared twice. The first
occurrence contained the embedded sentence Refer back to when you added
somethinq to the total adequately parsed as:

[[Refer back]vpR [to when you added something to the total]PREPPHJvPR

The second occurrence of each parse contained the embedded sentence mcor
rectly parsed as:

[[[Refer back [to when you added something]PREPPH]YPR[to the
total]PREPPH]YPR

This parse identifies two prepositional phrases in the outermost VPR con~

stituent) both beginning ,vith the preposition to. The functional equations
on the VPR rule a.nd the PREPPH rule, together with the lexical entry for la,
eliminate this bad parse by creating an inconsistency) assigning to the attribute
TO the F~structures for both prepositional phrases. The rules below govern the
treatment of adverbial prepositional phrases. A siluple example) Add it to the
total) illustrates.
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VPR ~ VPR: I'=L
PREPPH: (I' (l PCASE))=(L PREPOBJ).

PREPPH ~ PREP
NP (I PREPOBJ)=J.

TO PREP * (I' PCASE)=TO.

C-strncture

[[Add it}VPR [to the total]PREPPH]vPR

F-structure

IMOOD I I
I I
IPREO 'ADD<subj obj)' 1---
I I I
I IPRED 'YOU' I I I
ISUB] ICASE NOM <------1---
I 1

I IPRED ) IT' I I I
IOBJ ICASE ACC I <-------I------~

I I
I IPRED 'TOTAL'I I
ITO INUM SNG I I
I IDEF + I I
I I
ITENSE PRESENT I

The treatment of adverbial prepositional phrases contained in these rules is
incomplete and is certainly not offered as a theory of prepositional phrases in any
way. (Nor is the treatment of adjectival prepositional phrases contained in the
NP rules.) Section 5 discusses work we still have to do on prepositional phrases.
Our corpus, and in fact any corpus ofinstuction sentences, is very sensitive to the
treatment of prepositional phrases. Sentences in such a corpus make frequent
explicit reference to where things are in relation to other things (the column to
the left, the Sa~tCeT under the cup, the top spot in the column to the lefl). For
the present grammar we adopted the simplest approach possible I drawing on the
schema expression (I' (1 PCASE)) used in other lexical-functional grammars. We
dropped attempts to distinguish prepositional phrases as adjuncts (represented
in other grammars by the schema (l E (I ADJUNCTS)) from prepositional
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phrases in other roles) partly because of our limited interest in F-structures as
input to the semantic component.

The fifth parse to be rejected is the following (shown only up to the level of
the verb phrase):

[[Refer back]vPR[to when [[you added something to the totaIJD]sx[and]coNJ
[[looked downJdsx]PREPPH]vPR

Once again) there are two reasons for rejecting t.his parse. First, a declarative
and an inlperative are conjoined. A constraining equation on the SX rule checks
that the mood markers for its two conjunets are the same, while functional
equations on the I rule and the D rule produce the distinct mood markers I and
D respectively.

SX ~ SX: T=1;
CON.J: (T SEQCON.J)=+;
SX: (T CON.JOIN)=J

(T MOOD)=c(J MOOD)
(T TENSE)-c(J TENSE).

D ~ NP, (T SUB.J)=J
(J CASE)=NOM;

vp, T=J
(J MOOD)=D
~ { (J PARTICIPLE)-PRESENTj
~ { ~[(J SEQCON.J)=c +]

(J SEQCON.J)).

I ~ VP: i=}
U MOOD)=I
(I SUBJ PRED)-'YOU'
(I SUBJ CASE)=NOlVI
(} TENSE)=c PRESENT.

A second reason for rejecting this parse is the identification, once again, of looked
down) with its verb in the past tense, as all imperative.

The sixth parse tobe rejected is the same as the fifth, except that the adverb
down modifies refer back not looked. The parse is rejected for the same reasons.

[[Refer back]vPR[[to when [[[you added something to ,he ,0tal]DJsx[and]coNJ
[[lookeclJrJsxJsx]PREPPH down]vPR

3.2 Sentence 2

There are 6 C-stl'uctures for the sentence, You looked down, looked left, and
wrote a zero, of which 5 are filtered out. The correct parse is:

[[You]NP[[looked down]vp [[looked left]vp [and]coNJ [wrote a zero]vp]vp ]VP]D
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The following four parses are all rejected because they join declaratives and
imperatives) which) as shown in the previous subsectioll) is prohibited by the
sx rule.

[[[[You looked downJDJsx [[lookedlefthJsx]sx [and]cONJ [[wrote a zero]rJsxJsx

[[[You looked downJD]sx [[[looked lefthJsxJsx [andJcoNJ [[wrote a zeroJrJsxJsx

[[[You looked clown]D]sx [[[lookeclleftJvp [and]cONJ [wrote a
zero]vp]vp JrJsxJsx

[[[[YouJNP[[looked downJvp [lookeclleft]yp ]vp JDJsX [and]cONJ [[wrote a
zero]dsxJsx

The fifth pa.rse to be rejected is the following:.

[[You]NP[[[looked downJvp [looked left]vp]vp [andJcoNJ [wrote a. zero]vP]vP]D

The difference between this parse and the conect Olle can be clearly seen in these
abbreviated parse trees. In the acceptable parse] corresponding to the righthand
tree) the conjunction is bound to the last two simple VP constituents.

VP

VP CONJ VP

VP VP and wrote

looked looked
VP

VP VP

looked VP CONJ \lp

looked and "wrote.

Given the way co-ordina.tion of verb phrases is treated in this grammar (de
scribed in the previous subsection)) the lefthand tree contains an inconsistency
in its F-structure. The CONJUNCT attribute has two assignments to its PRED

attribute: one for the second occurrence of looked and another for wrote. These
are the two forms of the VP rule used in the parses.

VP ~ VP: 1=.1.;
VP: (1 CONJUNCT)=l

(T SUBJ)=(T SUBJ)
(T TENSE)=c(T TENSE)
(T SEQCONJ)=(T SEQCONJ).
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vp:
CONJ:
vp:

Vp 1=1;
(I SEQCON J)=+;
(I CONJUNCT)=I
(J SUBJ)=(I SUBJ)
(I TENSE)=c(1 TENSE).

Notice that the functional equation (l SUBJ)=(I SUBJ) ensures that the
subject of a compound verb phrase is distributed over the two constituent verb
phrases. The sentence You looked down and added is parsed as a compound
declarative with you correctly distributed over the two verb phrases. The sen
tence YO'll looked down and you added) on the other hand) is parsed not as a
compound declarative) but as a compound sentence composed of two c1eclara
tivcs: you looked down and you added.

4 The demerit classes

The two sentences discussed in section 3 illustrated several v,rays the functional
equations served to filter the C-struetures. In this section, we show more system
atically ho\<I,7 the lexical-functional grammar replaces the work of the postparsel'
for the original context-free grammar. In the original work, each bad parsing
pattern, such as a declarative and an imperative being conjoined,gave rise to
a demerit class consisting of all parses that exhibited that had pattern. We
discuss each demerit class in turn.

The two classes of demerits most frequently used by the postparser were for:

• Sentences in which a conjuction joined an imperative and a declarative.

- Only phrases that are parallel in structure should be conjoined .

• Sentences of the f0rm Continue X until Y.

Any sentence that would parse with contimle and until treated as a
si.ngle idiom, using the I -----+ continue S until D rule in the original
grammar, would also parse with continue treated as a transitive verb.

Tn the lexical-functional grammar, the solution to the first problem was found
in the functional equations on the SK, D, and I rules. Their effect was shm:\'n
in section 3. The solution to the second problem was to treat continue entirely
differently at the phrase-structure level. The lexical item continue was placed in
a category, CV, ",,,hich would also include verbs such as try and begin. The first
step to the solution was to recognize that the verbs in this category take either an
infinitive or a gerund as their complement. A distinct syntactic category symbol,
VX, was introduced for that complement. A functional eqnation attached to
t'he VX sY111bol checks that the verb) as required in a gerund, is in the form of
a present pa.rticiple. (Infinitives are not provided for at present.)
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~ CV: (t MOOD)=l
(1 8UBJ PRED)='YOU'
T=T;

VX: (T VCOMP)=!
(L 8UBJ PRED)='YOU'
(J PARTICIPLE)=c PRESENT.

The VX Tules are shmvJ1 here "\vithout their functional equations. They make
provision for compound gerunds.

VX ~ VX CONJ VX. VX~ VX VX. VX ~ VP.

This approach avoids having to treat present participles as valid verbs of imper
i:1tives in general, as the original grammar did. The original grammar contained
the following rule to cater for the continue-sentences: SO --+ TV S. The sen
tence Continue look1:ng down, for instance, was parsed as [[Continue]TV [looking
down]S]SO- Because this rule allovved a sentential constituent to be the object
of a transitive verb such as cantin'ue

j
present participles had to be accepted as

valid verbs of imperatives. That laxity, however, produced the bad parses that
were the subject of anot.her demerit. class. The provisions made in the original
grammar for the word continue as a transitive verb allowed the following parse
in which looking (rt the ne:J:t spot down and adding is treated as the sentential
object of the verb remembering:

[Continue [[[rernemberinghv [looking at the next spot down and ad,lingJsJsO]s
until [a bar appears]Dh

To eliluinate such parses) the postparser demerit-eel the lIse of the sO --l- TV S

rule inside the I --l- CONTINUE S UNTIL D rule. This demerit class has no direct
counterpart in the lexical-functional gran1marbecause of the different treatment
of continue.

A further demerit class was created by the following redundancy in the
original grammar. Any senten~e that parsed as an impera.tive distributed over
several verbs also parsed as a compound sentence composed of several impera
tives. The VP rules, together with the I -+ VP rule, and the Sl, SO, S2, and S
rules of the original grammar) gave rise to this redundancy.

S ~ 82
S2 ~ SI CONJ S2
82 ~ Sl
81 ~ SO CONJ 81

1 VP
SI SO

~

~

VP VP VP
SO 8

~

~

VP VP CONJ VP
SO 1

~

~

SO ~ D
SO ~ TV 8
S ~ S then S
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These rules were put together with the following rules in the original grammar:

SEN
SEN
SEN

~ S
~ if ANTEC S
..--.;. S until S

SEN
SEN

-1- then S
~ if ANTEC then S

Because only one pa.rse could serve as input to the semantic translation pro
cess} and because the operational semantics of the robot simulator was set up
to deal with the second construction - a compound sentence composed of sev
eral imperatives -) the first const.ruction was. rejected. In the lexical-functional
grammar, the redundancy vms removed at the level of the phrase-structure rules.
The SEN, 5) s2) sl, and sa rules of the original grammar were replaced in the
lexical-functional grammar by the sand sx rules shown below without their
functional equations.

s ~

S ~

S ~

S
SX
SX ~

SX
SX ~

SX ~

SX ~

SX
THEN CONN SX
IFCONN ANTEC SX
IFCONN ANTEC THEN CONN SX
SX CONJ SX
SX THEN CONN SX
SX VX
SX UNTILCONN D
D
I

Another demeriVclass identified by the postparser was for imperatives that con
tained verbs in the past tense. The first sentence in section 3, Refer back to
when you. added s01nething i.o the total and looked down, illustrated the solution
to this problem in the lexical-functional grammar. It consisted of a single con
straint equation on the I ~ VP rule: (jTENSE) =c PRESENT. This equation
also replaced a related demerit class which served to exclude future-tense verbs
-from imperatives. This restriction will probably be eliminated in later versions
of the grammar. Many imperati.ves, such as You .will go to bed, are in the future
tense for rhetorical reasons.

Another demeri.t class was used to choose between parses for sentences of
the form: A Band C. The association A (B and C) was chosen over (A B)
and C. As shmvn by theLFG anal.ysis of the second sentence in section 3, You
looked down l looked left) and wrote a zero, the same choice was made by the
lexical-functional grammar in that the hierarchy represented by the association
(A B) and C produced an inconsistent F-structure.

The postparser also demel'ited parses in which an imperative appeared in
the antecedent of an If... then. sentence. In the lexical-functional grammar l

the two rules for S shown below had the equation (l MOOD )=C D to ensure that
only declaratives may appear in the antecedent.
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S IFCONN
ANTEC, (T IFCOND)=T

(T MOOD)=c D;
SX, T=T·

S ~ IFCONN
ANTEC, (T IFCOND)=T

(T MOOD)=c D;
THENCONN
SX, T=T·

As mentioned in section 3, and shown again below) the rule for declal'atives,
D -----;.-NP VP 1 produces the lTIood marker D.

D ~ NP, (T SUBJ)=T
(T CASE)=NOM;

VP, T=T
(T MOOD)=D
~ { (T PARTICIPLE) =PRESENTj
~{ ~ [(T SEQCONJ)=c +]

(T SEQCONJ)).

Another deUlerit class existed for choosing a parse such a.s the lefthancl one
over the right.

VPO NUM MEA ROADV

VPR

IV

look two spots down

VPR

VPR RADV

VPR RADV RODAV

VPL ADV

VPO NUM MEA

IV

look two spots down

RADVADVVPL

VPR RADV

The desired parse identifies two spots down as a cOlnpound adverb modifying
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look. The parse on the right has two spots and down seperately modifying look.
The functional equation on the VPR rule, shown underlined below) serves to
eliminate the unwanted parse. It aUows only one adverb to modify the verb; that
adverb's F-structure becomes the value of the MODI attribute in the outer-level
F-structure. The righthand tree, on the other hand, produces an inconsistent
F-structure.

VPR~ VPR:
RADV:

I=L
i =(1 MODI).

However, the lexical-functional grammar presently in use in fact has the follow
ing VPR rule:

VPR~ VPR:
RADV:

I=L
i E (I MODI).

The = sign is replaced by the 'E' sign "\",hieh designates set membership.
Both parses for look "two spots down are accepted with this rule. (Notice the
different braces around aset.)

IMOOD I I
I I
IPRED 'LOOK< subj >, 1---
I I I
1 IPRED 'YOU'I I I
ISUBJ leASE NOM <------------1---
I I
I I IPRED 'SPOT' II I
IMODI -I INUM PL II- I
I I IQUAN IPRED 'TOJO'I II I
I 1 IMODI IPRED 'DOWN'III I
I I
ITENSE PRESENT I

MOOD I I
I

PRED 'LOOK< subj >, 1---
I I

IPRED 'YOU'I I I
SUBJ leASE NOM I <------------1---

I
I IPRED 'SPOT' II I
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IMODI I INUM PL II
I -I IQUAN IPRED 'TIW'I II-
I I I
I I IPRED 'DOMN 1 I I
I
ITENSE PRESENT

The reason for accepting both parses is clear when we look at a sentence such as
Look r!o"wn slowly. Not every pair of adverbs should be treated as a compound
adverb lTlOdifying the verb. The more plausible parse for Look down slowly is the
one represented by the hierarchy on the right. There is another solution to the
problem in Lool? hilo spot.s down which we will not incorporate in the grammar
until we have done further semantic analysis of the corpus. Is is discussed in
section 5.

Another denlcrit class existed to reject bad parses of compound declmaLives.
The sentence You see a nOnztTO number OT you reach the 'rightmost column, for
instance, received the following bad parse in the original granlmal'. In it, yO?)'

is treated as part of the object of the verb see, with the whole sentence being
treated a.s a cornpound declarative.

[You [see [[3 nonzero number] or [you]]] [reach [the rightmost column]]]

The COITect parse is:

[ [You see a nonzero nnmber] or [you reach the rightmost column] ]

The postparser avoided the bad parse by stipula.ting tha.t a connective was
needed for a compound declarative. In the lexie-aI-functional grammar, this
stipulation is represented in the rules for declaratives. They contain the COll
straint equation shO\vn underlined below for each Tule. 1 This equation ensures
that a compound verb phrase has a connective.

D ~ NP, (I SUBJ)=1
(J CASE)=NOM;

VP, T=T
(J MOOD)=D
~ { (l PARTICIPLE)=PRESENTj
{~ (1 CONJUNCT) I (J SEQCONJ)=c + j.

1 Earlier versions of the D rules given in this paper contain the logically equivalent
form of the underlined functional equation, the conjunction: ...,{""[(1 SEQCONJ) = c+] (J.
CONJUNCT n.
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D~ NP:

VP:

(I SUBJ)=1
(1 CASE)=NOM;
1=1
(1 MOOD)=D
, { (1 PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT)
{, (1 CONJUNCT) I (1 SEQCONJ)=c + );

UNTILCONN
D (! MOOD)=c D

(I UNTILCOND)=!.

D ~ Del DV: (, SUBJ)=I;
VP: I=!

(! MOOD)=D
, { (1 PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT)
{ , (1 CONJUNCT) t (1 SEQCONJ)=c + ).

It v.'arks because t.he disjunction

{ , (! CONJUNCT) t (! SEQCONJ)=c + )

is logically equivalent to the following (informally stated):

If (1 CONJUNCT) then (1 SEQCONJ)=c +

In other ''lords, if there is an entry for the CONJUNCT attribute then the
SEQCONJ attribute must. ha,ve.the value '+'. A functional equation on the VP
rule, shovm underlined below) ensures that the presence of a conjunction causes
a value of '+' to be assigned to the attribute SEQCONJ. At present) when the
compound verb phrase does not contain a conjunction, no value· is assigned to
the SEQCON.) attribnte.

VP:
VP:

VP ---;-

VP ---;-

VP: I=,l;
CONJ: ---+;(I:-;S:.;:;E~QfiC,.,:0ci:N",J",)=",+,-,;.,...- __~
VP: (j CONJUNCT)_!

(1 SUBJ)=(I SUBJ)
(I TENSE)=c(J TENSE)).
1=1;
(l CONJUNCT)=!
(L SUBJ)=(l SUBJ)
(l TENSE)=c(! TENSE)
(I SEQCON J)=(1 SEQCON J).

In this section we showed how the work of the original grammar and post
parser are replaced by the lexical-functional grammar. The following two sec
tions describe problems the existing lexical-functional grammar and the parser
of the LFG 'iVorkbench present if they are to be used in natural-language inter
faces to instructable robots.
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5 Multiple parses

This section documents sentences from the corpus that r-eceive more than one
legal parse by the lexical-functional grammar. VVhile many sentences are inher
ently ambiguous, the context of the instruction tasks and the given cognitive and
perceptual capabitlites of the robot can serve to eliminate SOl11.e of the parses.
The purpose of the discussion in this section, preliminary as it is, is to point
Qut several avenues of investigation required in our future work if one parse is
to be selected for each sentence. Eight example sentences are discussed in turn.
They fall into three groups.

• Some sentences shQl,~r that changes can be made to the phrase-structure
rules to eliminate unwanted parses. In particular) some of the rules of
the original context-free grammar ·which were carried over to the lexical
functional grammar unchanged can be eliminated in favor of rules that
exploit the functional mechanisms of lexical-functional grammars. The
present lexical-functional parse of the sentence Look "two spots down pro
vides. an exanlple.

• Smne sentences reveal the need for semantic information carried by the
words of a sentence to be incorporated in t.he parse of the sentence. But as
preliminary analyses of words such as down, reach, open, and the prepo
sitions reveal, this semantic information cannot simply be encoded in the
lexical entries of a lexical-functional grammar and carried up into the pars
ing process. More sophisticated techniques are needed for using semantic
information from the lexicon.

• Other sentences show that the immediate discourse context has to be taken
into acconnt.

Several specific changes are suggested in the discussion of these eight sentences.
But weare delaying further changes to the grammar until we have completed a
first phase of semantic analysis and incorporated the changes it suggests.

As mentioned in section 4, the grammar delivered two parses for the sentence
Look two spots down:

[[look]vPR [two spots down]RADv]vPR

[[[lookJvPR [two spotS]RADV]VPR [down]RADv]vPR

The first parse is the desired parse. But both parses are allowed in the present
lexical.;.functional grammar because, as discussed in section 4, adverbs in se
quence should not always be treated as compound adverbs modifying the verb.
One approach to making the grammar recognize two spots down only as a com
pound adverb lies in changing the original phrase-structure rules to exploit the
features of lexical-functional grammars for adverbial phrases of measure. We
can do that by eliminating the ADV ~ NUM MEA rule in favor of th.e following
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rule in which we let the noun phrase perform the function of an adverb of mea
sure: ADV ~ (NP) ROADV. The NP rule must also be made to recognize two
spots as a noun phrase. The following rules are therefore added to the grammar.

NP -+ NUltI:
N:

ADV ~ (NP:
ROADV:

(iQUAN) = J;
T= T
(TMEASURE = T)
(TMODI =1

'iVhile these changes do deliver one parse for Look two spots down (represented
hy the hierarchy below), they still have to he carefully tested for possible reper
cussions in the whole grammar.

VPR

VPR RADV

VPL ADV

VPO NP RADV

IV NUM II ROADV

MEA

look two spots down

Another sentence that received two parses was: Refer back to when you
added sornething to the to-l.al and looked down. As mentioned in section 3.1, the
desired parse is:

[[[[[[[Refer backJvPR[[to when

[[you a.deled something to the total and looked
elown]D]sX]PREPPH]vPR]vPR]VP]r]sx]s

The second pa.rse has down modifying refer back instead of looked:

[[[[[[[Refer backJvPR[[to when
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[[you added something to the total and 100ked]n]sx]PREPPH]vPR
down]vPRJvph]sx]s

One approach to eliminating this parse is to re-examine the pair of rules, VPR-+
YPR RADY and VPR ---+ PREPPH, that allow subtrees such as the following:

VPR

VPR RADV

VPR PREPPH

The grammar already contains the rule VPO -+ TV RADV. If the rule VPO -----;
IV RADV is added, the VPR ---+ VPR RADV rule Can be dropped. While this
change works to eliminate the unwanted parse for this sentence, its effect on the
whole grammar still has to be assessed.

Sentences that told the robot simulator where to write a character always
also received a parse that took the prepositional phrase adjectively. So Write
the answer in the next spot open received these two parses (shmvn only up to
the verb-phrase level):

[[Write the answer]vPR [in the next spot open]pcopph]VPR

[[Writehv [[thelAR'r [answer]N [in the next spot open]PREPPHINP ]vpO

The first parse is the desired parse, but the second cannot be rejected on
synt.actic grounds alone. The first parse indicates where the answer is to be
written: in the next spot open. The second parse stipulates that what is to be
written is the answer that is in the next spot open. Semantic considerations
argue against the second parse in that 1f the next spot is open it cannot have
an answer in it. No such straightforvvard semantic argument) hoy/ever) can
arbitrate between the following two parses:

[[Writehv [the tens digit to the left of this spot]NP ]vrO

[[Write the tens digitJvPR [to the left of this spot]PREPPH]VPR

The second parse may be preferred on the grounds that writing requires that a
location be designated for the writing. However) that location could have been
specified earlier in the discourse. The second parse may also be preferred on the
grounds that something is a singles digit only within the context of a two-digit
or larger number; it cannot have an independent appearance to the left of any
spot. If there were two numbers and the tens digit of the number to the left. of
the spot were being referred to, that is what would be said: the tens digit of the
number to the left of this spot.
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The multiple parses delivered for the following two sentences result from
prepositional phrases being able to play both aclverbial ancl adjectival roles in
many contexts.

Look at the top of the next column to the left.

[[Look]VPR [at the top of the next column to the left]PREPPH]vPR

[[Look at the top of the next colnmn]vpR [to the left]PREPPH]vPR

Look at the top spot in the COhUll11 to the left.

[[Look]vPR [at the top spot in the column to the leftJpREPPH]vPR

[[Look at the top spot in the column]vPR [to the leftJpREPPH]vPR [[Look at
the top spot]vPR [in the column to the left]PREPPH]VPR

The second sentence also received the following parse:

[[[Look at the top spot]VPR [in the colullln]PREPPH]VPR [to the
left]PREPPH]vPR

These parses show that further work is required on the syntax and semantics
of prepositional phrases. Only then will we be in a position to devise plausible
disambiguation methods to choose between the competing parses in a given
discourse situation.

Two parses were also delivered for the sentence Add dto what you remem
bered from the previous colmnn. T'hey are:

[[Add it]vPR [to what you remembered from the previous colullln]PREPPH]VPR

[[Add it to what you remelllbered]vPR [from the previous column]PREPPH]vPR

The second parse is obviously undesirable and though we have no means at
present to elin1inate it, it is clear that. this problem also requires further work on
prepositions. No silnple association of verbs with prepositions - as one might
be tempted to propose - will work, however. 'I'hat is, the verb add and the
preposition to clearly belong together in a way that add and from do not. The
other arithmetic verbs display similar predilections: multiply for by and with;
divide for by and into; subtract for from. But the verbs cannot be inextricably
paired with those prepositions, and other prepositions cannot be excluded from
appearing \viththose verbs, as this sentence shows: Add the numbers from 100
onwards.

The conditional in1perative Lool.~ one space to the right until you see a
nonzero nwnber or reach the rightmost column received the following unex
pected but plausible parse as a compound imperative:

[[[Look one space to the rightJsx [until]uNTILCONN [you see a nonzero
number]nlsx [or]cONJ [reach the rightmost columnJsxJsx
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The desired parse is:

[[Look one space to the rightlsx [untilJuNTILCONN [you see a nonzero number
or rea,ch the rightmost column]nJsx

A command to reach the rightmost column, as contained in the first parse,
is beyond the present capabilities of the robot simulator. On the other hand,
it is quite feasible that the robot could reach some designated location while
looking right one space at a time, as suggested by the second parse. One way
to distinguish between these two parses so that the second one will be chosen
given the present capabilities of the robot sinlulator is through the semantic
representation of reach. Vi.,re let the senlantic content of the word incorporate
only a "success" criterion l not. the means to achieve that success. That is, the
word is simply represented by a function R'l defined as follows:

{
1 if 0.1(1 , ) = x and 0.1(1,) = Y

R 1(x, iI, y, i2) = Oothenu.ise

where XEO, the set of grid locations, YEO, and the
function at(t) designates the robot's point of visual
focus at. time 1 (al(l)cG ).

This representation of Teach is a.ssociated with the syntactic rule for cleclaratives.
Another representation, not available at first, would be associated with the
syntactic rule for inlperatives. It is given by a fnnction R 2 defined as follows:

{
Y if x = y

R,(x,y) = R( ()) l .2 ne,,1 x ,y at lerWlse
where XEG, t.he set of grid locations, yEG, and the
function next specifies a direction of movement
within the grid (nexI(x) ,G).

This is not the only approach to choosing between the two parses but it is
one that constrains the semantk representation of the words by the cognitive
capabilities of the robot and in this it is in keeping with earlier work on the
lexicon (Orangle, 1984). It also anticipates changes tbatwilJ be made to the
grammar to find a. semantic basis for it.

6 The parsing process

Our experience with lexical-functional grammars suggests that much further
work is required to produce psychologically plansible parsers for lexical-functional
grammars) ones that can operate in real-time. This need will increase as we ex
tend the gra.mmar for new donlains of discourse and as we attempt to include
semantic informa.tion in the grammar.

To get a sense of the parsing probleills presently being encountered with the
lexical-functional gramnla.r of Appendix I using the LFG VVorkbench, consider
what happened with the parse of the following sentence:
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Continue looking down, looking faT a number or a bar: adding and
remembering: until you see a bar.

The VVorkstation was configured with a 42 megabyte disk) a maximum virtual
memory size of 32474 pages (512 bytes per page), and with the LFG Workbench
itself using 9430 pages of virtual memory. Under this configuration) the process
ran out of space before the whole parse could be c0111pletecl. Enough information
about the parse was revealed, however) to show that improvements are needed
hoth in the treatluellt of co-ordinate gerunds and in the parsing process itself.
The sentence received 79 C-structures) at least five. of ·which vvere legal. The
follmving C-structure) nmnber 37) was the first to have a legal F-structure.

[[CantinneJcv [[[[[laaking down]vx [looking far a number or a barJvx]vx

[adding]vxJvx [aud]cONJ [remembering]vxJvx]vx [until]uNTILCONN [you see
a bar]D]

This C-structure produced 36 f-desniptions) the 17th of which yielded the
legal F-structure. The other four legal C-structures differed from the one above
in the hierarchy assigned to the compound gerund. The first C-structure had
this hierarchy:

vx

vx

vx vx

vx vx

CONJ vx

C-structures38) 42, 43, and 44 had the following hierarchies:

vx

vx

vx

vx

vx

VX CONJ
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vx

vx VX

vx VX

vx

vx

vx

CONJ vx

vx

vx

vx VX

vx

CONJ vx

vx

vx

vx

vx

VX CONJ VX

We have delayed looking into ways of reducing these multiple parses until a
first phase of semantic analysis for the corpus is c0111plete. Each of the 79 C-
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structures gave rise to a number of f-descriptions. The five legal C-structures
each yielded 36 f-descriptions. If the other 74 had half that nnmber (since the
process ran out of space we could not count them), that would give a total
of 1026 f-descriptions) each of which has to be solved. Even if the solution
algorithm in the LFG VVol'kbench is optiluized to the point where the parse runs
to completion) clearly much ·work has to be done to reduce the computational
lo~cl in a typical parse. One obvious approach is to write the graIl1ll1ar so
that is generates as few candidate C-structures and as few f-descriptions for
each C-strueture as possible. However) for a corpus of any reasonable size, the
grammar \vill have a certaiu minimal complexity. Furthermore,as we attempt
to include additiona.l semantic information in the parses, it seems likely that
the f-descriptions vvill multiply and enlarge. Our recourse at this stage of the
work to the strategy already mentioned - completing a first round of semantic
analysis for the corpus - will allmv us to assess the effect of some semantic
considerations before returning to the grammatical rules.

Another source of computational difficulty presently lies in the multiple se
111antic forms required for many verbs. The variable polyadicity of English action
verbs-that. is, the capacity of a verb such as read to occur with a variable 11lUl1
ber of grammatical arguments-has been known for a long time. (People read,
People read books, and A book reads well.) Tbis capacity demands multiple se
mantic forms for luany verbs. In addition to these special-case verbs, however,
within discourse any verb may appear without the grammatical arguments it
usually occurs wit.h, a.s happens in 111any sentences in our corpus. Consider)
for insta.nce~ the sentence Con"lin·ue adding and remembering until you see a bar
where the present pa.rticiple forms of add and rememb~r appea.r without their
grammatica.l objects. The lexical entries for add and remember therefore need
several semantic forms. (The present participle forms are obtained from these
entries using t.he morphology rules listed at the end of Appendix 1.)

ADD TV S-ED {(, PRED)='ADD( (T SUBJ)(T GBJ» 'I
(T PRED)='ADD( (, SUBJ) , 1

(T PRED)='ADD').
REMEMBER TV S-ED {(T PRED)='REMEMBER( (T SUBJ)(T GBJ» , I

(, PRED)='REMEMBER( (T SUBJ» , I
(T PRED)='REMEMBER').

These multiple semantic forms must be tested one after the other in the lexical
functional parse of a sentence to find the one that fits. Consider the parse of
the sentence Add it -to 'What YO'U remembered, for instance:

[[Add it]vPR [to what you remembered]PREPPH]VPR

Eighteen f-descriptions are generated for this C-structure, two of which pro
duce legal F-stl'uctUl'es. This is one of the legal F-structures.
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I

IPRED 'YOU' I·
ICASE NOM <--------------

IPRED 'IT 'I
ICASE ACC I <-------------
PRESENT
'ADD< sUbj1, obj1)l

IMOOD
I
ISUBJ
I
ITO
1

I
I
I
I
IOBJ
ITENSE
IPRED

1TENSE
IPRED
ISUBJ
IOBJ

PAST
'REMEMBER<subj2, obj2>'
IPRED 'YOU' I <----
!PRED 'WHAT'! <-----

1
I
1-------
I I

II I
!I--- I
11---1 I
11--- 1
1 1
I I
1-------1
I I
1-------

The other legal F-strudure has the aUribute-value pail' PARTICIPLE-PAST in
stead of TENSE-PAST in the embedded F-stl'uctul'e that is t.he value of TO. In
fad 9 ofthe 18 F-structures have PARTICIPLE-PAST instead of TENSE-PAST. This
duplication is an artifact of the way tense is handled in the present grammar.
VVhat is of interest here are the 8 f-de~criptions \vhich for each case do not yield
legal F-structures. An incoherent F-structure-is produced each time, caused by
the wrong semantic form for the verbs add and remember.

F-description ), 'ADD( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ»' and 'REMEMBER'
F-description 2, 'ADD( (1 SUBJ»' and 'REMEMBER'
F-description 3: 'ADD' and 'REMEMBER'
F-description 4, 'ADD( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ» , and 'REMEMBER( (1 SUBJ» ,
F-description 5, 'ADD( (1 SUBJ» , and 'REMEMBER( (I SUBJ» ,
F-description 6, 'ADD' and 'REMEMBER( (l SUBJ» ,
F-description 7, 'ADD( (1 SUBJ» , and 'REMEMBER( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ» ,
F-description 8, 'ADD' and 'REMEMBER( (l SUBJ)(1 OBJ» ,

\J\Thile LFG theory proposes lexical redundancy rules that relate the various
semantic forms of a verb , the theory also states that these rules do not get
applied in the syntactic derivation of a sentence. Vile are left with the blind
application of each semantic form in turn. As a result, an unacceptable compu
tationalload is created within a corpus such as ours that includes complex and
compound sentences such as: Continue looking down, looking for a number or
a bar, adding and remembering, until you see a bar.

These computational problems point out features of the LFG analysis that
are psychologically implausible: solving several hundred simultaneous equations
during the parse of a sentence, blindly trying different semantic forms of a
verb to find one that fits with the rest of the sentence. Several lines of work
suggest themselves, one of which involves bringing semantic considerations into
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playas early as possible during the parse of a sentence. It will be important
to pursue such enquiries for further research on natural-language instruction.
The semantic analysis nmy underyvay is therefore crucial for the development of
insLructable robot systems.

7 Extension of the lexicon

We have extended the lexicon· of the existing grammar to covel' the terms and
concepts of a table~top world) a ,vorldof eating utensils, books, and other ob
jects of daly living that a robotic aid for the physically disabled would encounter.
Our interest in such domains of discourse and instruction .is prompted by collab
orative work proposed with the Center for Design Research (CDR) at Stanford
which conducts research into the developn1ent of robotic manipulation aids for
the physically disabled (Leifer, 1981; 1982). Their robot systems will depend
for their effectiveness on their user-interface in two important ways. First 1 these
robot systems will have to be instructable. Only then will the robotic aid be
truely useful in the changing environment of the user's home and workplace.
Secondly, and this point is intricately related to the first, it must be possible
for the user to communicate with the robotic aid in a llaturallanguage such as
English. The user cannot be expected to become a programmer to teach the
robot to perform a llew task, such as feLching a file from the cabinet or setting a
place at the table. Natural-language communication will be essential to exploit
the robot's instructability.

Preliminary work has resulted in the extension to the lexicon which is listed
below. Instruction sequences such as the fol1mving for pouring cream into coffee
may now be parsed.

Pick up the jug. Hold it a.bove the center of the cup. Tilt the jug
until the contents spill over the edge of the jug. Continue holding
the j1tg and Mling until the cup is full.

However, given the present and proposed sensory capabilities of the robotic aid 1

a sequence of inst.ruction such as the follmving is more likely to be effective. It is
also more in keeping with the interactive emphasis in this work on instruction.

Pick np the jug. Hold it above the center of the cup. Tilt the
jug until the conten·ls spill over the edge of -the jug. Contin'lle tilting
until I tell you to stop.

The first instruction sequence would require extensive and sophisticated sensory
capabilities to detect when the cup is full.

It is important to note that training sequences for specifiC tasks, such as
pouring cream into coffee, have to be devised in close conjunction with the
development of the actual robot system. The motor and sens.ory capabilities
of the robot directly affect the choice and formulation of instruction sentences.
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This strategy, necessary to the collaborative research program) is in marked
contrast to the stategy adopted for the arithmetic robot simulator of the original
work. There a certain level of perceptual and cognit~ve capacities is assumed and
built into the simulator) allowing a sharp focus on problems in natural-language
understanding.

Extension of the lexicon for the tabletop world:

ABOVE PREP * (lPCASE)=ABOVE.

BEGAN TV S-ED { (l PRED)='BEGAN( (l SUBJ)) , I
(1 PRED)='BEGAN( (1 SUBJ)(l OBJ)) '}

(l TENSE)=PAST.

BEGIN TV S-ED { (1 PRED)='BEGIN( (1 SUBJ)) , I
(1 PRED)='BEGIN( (l SUBJ)(l OBJ») '}.

BOOK NS (1 PRED)='BOOK'.

CENTER NS (1 PRED)='CENTER'.

CONTENT NS (1 PRED)='CONTENT'.
CUP NS (1 PRED)='CUP'.

EDGE N S (1 PRED)='EDGE'.

FLOOR NS (1 PRED)='FLOOR'.

FORK NS (l PRED)='FORK'.

FULL ADJ* (1 PRED)='FULL'.
HELD TV * { (1 PRED)='HOLD( (1 SUBJ)) , I

(1 PRED)='HOLD( (1 SUBJ}(l OBJ)) '}
(1 TENSE)=PAST.

HOLD TV S-ED { (l PRED )='HOLD( (1 SUBJ)) , I
(l PRED)='HOLD( (1 SUBJ)(l OBJ)) '}.

JUG NS (1 PRED)='JUG'.

KNIFE NS (l PRED)='KNIFE'.

MUG NS (l PRED)='MUG'.
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OVER PREP * (1 PCASE)=OVER.

PEN NS (1 PRED)='PEN'.

PICK TV S-ED { (1 PRED)='PICK( (T SUBJ») , I
(1 PRED)='PICK( (T SUBJ)(T OBJ») 'j.

PITCHER NS (1 PRED)='PITCHER'.

PLACE NS (1 PRED)='PLACE'.
PLATE NS (1 PRED)='PLATE'.

PUT TV S-ED { (1 PRED)='PUT( (T SUBJ) , I
(1 PRED)='PUT( (l SUBJ)(1 OBJ» 'j.

SAUCER NS (1 PRED)='SAUCER'.

SPILL TV S-ED { (1 PRED)='SPILL( (1 SUBJ» , I
(1 PRED)='SPILL( (l SUBJ)(1 OBJ) 'j

SPOON NS (T PRED)='SPOON'.

TABLE NS (1 PRED)='TABLE'.

TABLESPOON NS (1 PRED)='TABLESPOON'.

TEASPOON NS (1 PRED)='TEASPOON'.

TILT TV S-ED { (1 PRED)='TILT( (1 SUBJ) , I
(1 PRED)='TILT( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ» 'j.

TOUCH TV ES-ED { (1 PRED)='TOUCH' I
(1 PRED)='TOUCH( (1 SUBJ) , I
(1 PRED)='TOUCH( (1 SUBJ)(T OBJ» ').
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Appendix: The lexical-functional grammar

Note that the follo\ving notational convention is used in the listing of the lexical
functional gramnlal'.

x ---+ Y I Z I \1\1 stands for the three rules X ---+ Y
X-+Z
X-+W

The rules are listed in alphabet.ical order of the symbol on the lefthancl side
of the rule.

ADJP -+ { ADJ: 1=1 I
COMPADJ: 1=1:
COMPCONJ

NPI
ADV: 1 E(T MODI):
ADJP : 1=1).

ADV -+ {DADV: 1=11
NUM : (1 QUAN)=j;
MEA: 1=1 I
ADV: 1=1:
ADV: (1 MODI)=J}.

ANTEC -+ {SX: 1=11
NOT: (1 NEGATE = +)}.

COP -+ {AUX
COP: 1=11

AUX
ADV: (T MODI)=I:
COP: 1=J}.

D-+ {NP: (1 SUBJ)=I
(l CASE)=NOM;

VP: 1=1
(l MOOD)=D
~{ (I PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT)
~{ ~[(.1. SEQCONJ)=c +]
(I CONJUNCT)):

(UNTIL CONN
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D: (J MOOD)=c D
(, UNTILCOND)=,) I

DADV: (, SUBJ)=,;
VP: '=1

(, MOOD)=D
~{ (J PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT)
~{ ~[(, SEQCONJ)=c +]
(J CONJUNCT))}.

DMO~ NP: (, SUBJ}=,;
TV: ,=I-

DMS~ VP: ,=,.

I~ {VP: '=1
(J MOOD)=I
(, SUBJ PRED)='YOU'
(I SUBJ CASE)=NOM
(J TENSE)=c PRESENT I

CV: (J MOOD)=I
(I SUBJ PRED)='YOU'
,=L

VX: (, VCOMP)=,
(J SUBJ PRED)='YOU'
(J PARTICIPLE)=c PRESENT)

N~ {NUM: '=1 I
MEA: ,=t}.

NP~ {(ART)
(ADJP: , E(, MODI))
N: ,=,;
(ADJP: , E(, MODI))
(PREPPH: , E(I MODI)) I
(ART)
(ADJP: , E(, MODI))
N: ,=,;
(ADJP: ,10(, MODI))
POSSPREP
NP: ,=(, OF) I
PN: ,=11
PRO: ,=, I
DEM: (I DEMONSTR)=L
(ADJP: (I MODI)=,)
N: ,=11
RCJTP: (I LOCTIME)=L
SX: ,=11
RCJWHAT: (lOBJ)=,;
NP: (I SUBJ)=,;
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TVP: 1=J I
NP: 1=1;
CONJ: (1 EXPCON J)=1;
NP: (1 CONJUNCT)=J I
NP: 1=(1 OBJ);

RELCL: 1=0

PREPPH ~ PREP
NP: (1 PREPOBJ)=J.

RADV~ {ROADV: 1=1 I
ADV: 1=1;
RADV: (1 MODJ)=I I
ADV: 1=0

RELCL ~ {DMO: 1=1 I
RCONJ: (1 OBJPLCHOLDER)=1;
DMO: 1=J I
RCONJ
DMS: 1=J}

S~ {(THENCONN)
SX: I=J I
IFCONN
ANTEC: (1 IFCOND)=1

(J MOOD)=c D;
(THENCONN)
SX: 1=J}

sx --+ {sx: 1=1;
CONJ: (1 SEQCONJ)=+;
SX: (1 CONJUNCT)=1

(1 MOOD)=c(J MOOD)
(1 TENSE)=c(J TENSE) I

SX: 1=J;
THEN CONN
SX: I E(l SEQCONT)

(1 MOOD)=c(T MOOD)
(1 TENSE)=c(T TENSE) I

SX: 1=1;
VX: I E(l MODI)

(1 MOOD)=c(T MOOD)
(T PARTICIPLE)=c PRESENT I

SX: 1=1;
UNTILCONN
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D, (t MOOD)=c D
(, UNTILCOND)=L 1

D, I=LI
L I=L).

TVP ~ {TV, I=L 1

TVP, 1=1;
PREPPIL (I (t PCASE)}=(t PREPOBJ)).

VP~ {VPR, I=L 1

VP, 1=1;
VP, (l CONJUNCT)=L

(t SUBJ)=(, SUBJ)
(, TENSE)=cU TENSE)
(, SEQCONJ)=U SEQCONJ) I

VI': 1=1;
CONJ, (I SEQCONJ)=+;
VP, (l CONJUNCT)=L

(t SUBJ)=(1 SUBJ)
(l TENSE)=c(t TENSE)).

VPO ~ {TV, I=L I
TV, 1=1;
NP, (,OBJ)=L

U CASE)=ACC 1

COP, I=L;
NP, (I NCOMP)=L

UCASE)=NOM 1

COP, I=L;
ADJP, (I NCOMP)=L I
COP, 1=1;
PREPPH, (I U PCASE))=l 1

TV, 1=1;
RADV, (, MODI)=ll
IV, I=L)·

VPL ~ {VPO, I=L I
ADV
VPL I=L}

VPR~ {VPL, I=L I
VPK I=L;
RADV, L E(, MODI) I
VPK 1=1;
PREPPH, (, (t PCASE))=(t PREPOBJ)).

VX~ {VX, 1=1;
CONJ, (I SEQCONJ)=+;
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VX: (L SUBJ)=(i SUBJ)
(i CONJUNCT)=L
U PARTICIPLE)=cU PARTICIPLE) I

VX: T=I;
VX: L E(i CMODI)

(J SUBJ)=(i SUBJ)
(J PARTICIPLE)=c PRESENT I

VP: T=L
U PARTICIPLE)=c PRESENT).

Lexical Entries:

A
ADD

AGAIN
AND
ANOTHER
ANSWER.
APPEAR
ARE

AT
BACK
BAR
BE

BEFORE
BLANK
BOTTOM
BY
CHECK

COLUMN
CONTINUE
DIGIT
DO
DOWN

EVERYTHING

ART *
TV S-ED

ADV *
CONJ*
ADJ*
NS
IV S-ED
COP *

PREP'
ADV'
NS
COP'

PREP *
ADJ*
ADJ*
PREP *
TV S-ED

NS
CV S-D
NS
TV ES-ED
PREP *
ROADV'
PN *

(T DEF)=-.
{ (T PRED)='ADD( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ)} , I
(T PRED)='ADD( (T SUBJ)) • I
(T PRED)='ADD').

(T PRED)='AGAIN'.
(T CONJ)=AND.
(T PRED)='ANOTHER'.
(T PRED)='ANSWER'.
(T PRED)='APPEAR( (T SUBJ)) '.
(T SUBJ NUM)=PL
(T PRED)='ARE( (T SUBJ)(T OBJ)) ,
{ (T TENSE)=PRESENT I
(T PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT).
(T PCASE)=AT.
(T PRED)='BACK'.
(T PRED)='BAR'.
(T PRED)='BE( (T SUBJ)(T OBJ)) ,
{ (T TENSE)=PRESENT I
(T PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT I

(T TENSE)=FUTURE I
(T PARTICIPLE)=FUTURE).
(T PCASE)=BEFORE.
(T PRED)='BLANK'.
(T PRED)='BOTTOM'.
(T PCASE)=BY.
{ (T PRED)='CHECK' I
(T PRED)='CHECK( (T SUBJ)(T OBJ)) 'J.
(T PRED)='COLUMN'.
(T PRED)='CONTINUE( (l SUBJ)(T VCOMP)) '.
(T PRED)='DIGIT'.
(T PRED)='DO( (l SUBJ)(T OBJ)) '.
(T PCASE)=DOWN;
(T PRED)='DOWN'.
(T PRED)='EVERYTHING'.
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FAR ADV * (T PRED)='FAR'.
FIND TV S-ED (1 PRED)='FIND{ (T SUBJ)(T OBJ)) '.
FIRST ADJ* (1 PRED)='FIRST'.
FOR PREP * (1 PCASE)=FOR.
FORGET TV S-ED (T PRED)='FORGET{ (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ)) '.
FROM PREP * (1 PCASE)=FROM.
GREATER COMPADJ * (T PRED)='GREATER'.
HERE DADV * (T PRED)='HERE'.
IF IFCONN *.
IGNORE TV S-ED (1 PRED)='IGNORE{ (1 SUBJ)(T OBJ)) '.
IN PREP * (1 PCASE)=IN.

IS COP * (1 SUBJ NUM)=SNG
{ (1 PRED)='IS( (I SUBJ)) , I
(1 PRED)='IS( (1 SUBJ)(1 NCOMP)) 'j
{ (T TENSE)=PRESENT I
(1 PARTICIPLE)=PRESENTj.

IT PRO * (1 PRED)='IT'.
LARGER COMPADJ * (1 PREDj='LARGER'..
LATEST ADJ* (T PRED)='LATEST'.
LEFT N * (1 PRED)='LEFT';

ROADV * (1 PRED)='LEFT';
ADJ* (1 PRED)='LEFT'.

LESS COMPADJ * (1 PRED)='LESS'.
LOOK IV S-ED { (1 PRED)='LOOK( (1 SUBJ)) , I

(1 PRED)='LOOK'j.
MORE COMPADJ * (1 PRED)='MORE'.
MOST ADV * (1 PRED)='MOST'.
MOVE TV SoD (1 PRED)='MOVE{ (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ)) '.
MULTIPLY TV S-ED { (1 PRED)='MUI:fIPLY(

(1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ)) , I
(1 PRED)='MULTIPLY'j.

NEXT ADJ* (T PRED)='NEXT'.
. NONZERO ADJ* (1 PRED)='NONZERO'.

NOT NOT *.
NOW ADV* (1 PRED)='NOW'.
NUMBER NS (1 PRED)='NUMBER'.
OF POSSPREP * (1 PCASE)=OF.
ON PREP * (I PCASE)=ON.
ONE NUM * (1 PRED)='ONE'.
ONES ADJ* (T PRED)='ONES';

N * (l PRED)='ONES'.
ONLY ADV* (1 PRED)='ONLY'.
OPEN ADJ* (1 PRED)='OPEN'.
OR CONJ* (1 CONJ)=OR.
PREVIOUS ADJ* (1 PRED)='PREVIOUS'.
REACH TV S-ED (1 PRED)='REACH( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ)) '.
RECENT ADJ* (1 PRED)='RECENT'.
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REFER
REMEMBER

RIGHT
RIGHTMOST
SECOND
SEE
SHOULD
SINGLES
SMALLER
SO
SOMETHING
SPACE
SPOT
STEP
STOP
SUBTRACT

SUM
TEN
TENS
THAN
THAT

THE
THEN
THERE

THESE
THEY
THmD
THIS

THOSE
TO
TOP

TOTAL
TWO
UNITS
UNTIL
UP

UpTHRU
WAS

IV S-ED
TV S-ED

N *
ADJ*
ADJ*
TV S-ED
AUX *.

ADJ*
COMpADJ *
ADV *
PRO *
MEA S
MEA S
NS
IV S-ED
TV S-ED

NS
NUM *
ADJ*
COMpCONJ *.

DEM *
RCONJ*
ART *
THENCONN '.
DADV *
DEM *.

DEM *.
PRO *
ADJ*
DEM *
PRO *
DEM *
PREP *
ADJ*
NS
NS
NUM *
ADJ*
UNTILCONN *.
ADV *
PREP *
PREP *
COP *

(1 pRED)='REFER( (j SUBJ) '.
{ (1 pRED)='REMEMBER' I
(1 pRED)='REMEMBER( (j SUBJ) , I
(1 pRED)='REMEMBER( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ» ').
(1 pRED)='RIGHT'.
(1 pRED)='RIGHTMOST'.
(j pRED)='SECOND'.
(j pRED)='SEE( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ» '.

(1 pRED)='SINGLES'.
(1 pRED)='SMALLER'.
(j pRED)='SO'.
(j pRED)='SOMETHING'.
(1 pRED)='SpACE'.
(1 pRED)='SpOT.
(j pRED)='STEp'.
(1 pRED)='STOp'.
{ (1 pRED)='SUBTRACT( (1 SUBJ)(1 OBJ) , I
(1pRED)='SUBTRACT').
(j pRED)='SUM'.
(1 pRED)='TEN'.
(1 pRED)='TENS'.

(1 pRED)='THAT';
(1 pRED)='THAT'.
(j DEF)=+.

(1 pRED)='THERE';

(j pRED)='THEY'.
(j pRED)='THIRD'.
(1 pRED)='THIS';
(j pRED)='THIS'.
(1 pRED)='THOSE'.
(1 pCASE)=TO.
(1 pRED)='TOp';
(i pRED)='TOp'.
(i pRED)='TOTAL'.
(i pRED)='TWO'.
(1pRED)='UNITS'.

(1 pRED)='Up';
(1pCASE)=Up.
(1pCASE)=UpTHRU.
(j SUBJ NUM)=SNG
{ (1 pRED)='WAS( (j SUBJ)(r NCOMp» , I
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WERE

WHAT
WHEN
WHERE
WHICH
WILL
WRITE

WROTE

YOU
ZERO

COP *

RCJWHAT *
RCJTP *
RCJTP *
RCONJ*
AUX *
TV S-ED

TV*

PRO *
NUM *

(I PRED)='WAS( (I SUBJ) 'j
{ (I TENSE)=PAST [
(I PARTICIPLE)=PASTj.
(I SUBJ NUM)=PL
(I PRED)='WERE( (T SUBJ)(1 OBJ) ,
{ (I TENSE)=PAST I
(I PARTICIPLE)=PAST).
(I PRED)='WHAT'.
(I PRED)='WHEN'.
(I PRED)='WHERE'.
(I PRED)='WHICH'.
(I TENSE)=FUTURE.
{ (I PRED)='WRITE( (I SUBJ)(1 OBJ) , I
(I PRED)='WRITE' I
(I PRED)='WRITE( (I SUBJ) 'j.
{ (I PRED)='WRITE( (I SUBJ)(1 OBJ) ,
(I TENSE)=PAST I
(I PRED)='WRITE'
(I TENSE)=PAST I
(I PRED)='WRITE( (I SUBJ) ,
(I TENSE)=PASTj.
(I PRED)='YOU'.
(I PRED)='ZERO'.

Morphology Rules:

An explanation of how these rules work within the LFG VVol'kbench can be
found in the LFG User's Manual (1985).

-NPLUR
-NSG
-V3SG

AFF *
AFF *
AFF *

-VED

-VINF

-VING

(8 I'"

(I NUM)=PL.
(I NUM)=SNG.
(I TENSE)=PRESENT
(I SUBJ NUM)=SNG.

AFF * {(I TENSE)=PAST I
(I PARTICIPLE)=PASTj.

AFF * (I TENSE)=PRESENT
~[(1 SUBJ NUM)=SNGj.

AFF * (I PARTICIPLE)=PRESENT.

(N S -NPLUR)
(MEA S -NPLUR)
(IV (ES-ED S-ED S-D) -V3SG)
(TV (ES-ED S-ED S-D) -V3SG)
(CV S-D -V3SG))
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(D "" (TV (S-D ES-D) -VED)
(CV S-D -VED)
(IV (S-D ES-D) -VED))

(ES"" (TV ES-ED -V3SG)
(N ES -NPLUR))

(ED '''' (TV (S-ED ES-ED) -VED)
(IV (S-ED ES-ED) -VED))

(ING"" (TV (S-ED ES-ED) -VING)
(IV (S-ED ES-ED) -VING))

(ING E (TV S-D -VING)
(VPO S-D -VING)
(CV S-D -VING))

("" "" (TV (ES-ED S-ED S-D) -VINF)
(VPO (ES-ED S-ED S-D) -VINF)
(CV S-D -VINF)
(IV (ES-ED S-ED S-D) -VINF)
(N (S ES) -NSG)
(MEA (S ES) -NSG))
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